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Abstract— Truncated multiplication reduces part of the 

power required by multipliers by only computing the most-

significant bits of the product. The most common approach 

to truncation includes physical reduction of the partial 

product matrix and a compensation for the reduced bits via 

different hardware compensation sub circuits. However, this 

result in fixed systems optimized for a given application at 

design time. A novel approach to truncation is proposed, 

where a full precision multiplier is implemented, but the 

active section of the partial product matrix is selected 

dynamically at run-time. This allows a power reduction 

trade off against signal degradation which can be modified 

at run time. Such architecture brings together the power 

reduction benefits from truncated multipliers and the 

flexibility of reconfigurable and general purpose devices. 

Efficient implementation of such a multiplier is presented in 

a custom digital signal processor where the concept of 

software compensation is introduced and analysed for 

different applications. Experimental results and power 

measurements are studied, including power measurements 

from both post-synthesis simulations and a fabricated IC 

implementation. This is the first system-level DSP core 

using a fine-grain truncated multiplier. Results demonstrate 

the effectiveness of the programmable truncated MAC 

(PTMAC) in achieving power reduction, with minimum 

impact on functionality for a number of applications. 

Software compensation also shown to be effective when 

deploying truncated multipliers in a system. 

 INTRODUCTION I.

The high increase of portable communication and 

computing devices and the advance in mobile multimedia 

systems has made power consumption critical to optimize in 

the design of digital signal processing architectures. 

Advances in very large scale integrated-circuit technology 

(VLSI) has been one of the major driving forces for the 

growth of digital signal processors (DSP), enabling the 

implementation of complex algorithms in programmable 

DSP architectures and fixed application specific hardware. 

Within DSP systems, multipliers are among the most 

fundamental building blocks and parallel implementations, 

required for high speed computation, represent the main 

component in terms of power consumption of any hardware 

dedicated to complex mathematic functions, such as 

filtering, compression, or classification. The relationship 

between the physical characteristics of the multiplier and its 

resolution determine the efficiency and accuracy of the 

systems. The optimization of multipliers in terms of area, 

power and timing has been extensively studied in the past. 

Full or direct multiplier implementation of an N×N–bit 

multiplication yields a 2N-bit product. In order to keep the 

full accuracy of the system, DSP architecture would need an 

ever-growing bit width that would be impossible or 

impractical to implement. To avoid this, results are usually 

truncated or rounded down to keep results within the limits 

of the architecture bit width. In order to reduce the parallel 

multiplier requirements in systems where an exact result is 

not required, several techniques that reduce power 

consumption at the expense of lower precision have been 

presented in the literature. Such techniques skip the 

implementation and/or disable parts of the partial product 

matrix to trade energy spent by the computational process 

for degradation on the output signal. These techniques fall 

into two categories, namely Word length Reduction and 

Truncated Multipliers. Word length reduction techniques 

minimize switching activity at the expense of data precision 

by input shifting or truncation, but since the reduction is 

done from the input operands, power reductions are obtained 

at the cost of high levels of output noise. Truncated 

multiplication structures based on Baugh-Wooley [2] or 

Booth [3] algorithms, do not (by design) compute the lowest 

sections of the partial product matrix. By doing so, a certain 

error is introduced in the output while savings in power, 

area, complexity, and timing are achieved. The majority of 

the previous publications, focused on fixed-width 

multipliers [4] that produce a fixed -bit output, and their 

gain-vs.-error ratio is set by hardware. Configurable 

techniques result in flexible architectures, which while 

losing their benefits resulting from area optimization and 

static power reduction, provide the multiplier with the 

advantage of adaptability. This is desirable in systems with a 

certain degree of programmability. The architecture 

presented in this paper, a programmable truncated multiplier 

(PTM), describes a full-precision multiplier, where the 

elements of the partial product matrix can be disabled 

through an external control word in a column-wise mode. 

Disabled columns cease to contribute to the dynamic power 

consumption, achieving power reductions in the multiplier. 

Benefits of PTMs include: 

1. Real-time control of the power-SNR exchange in 

applications where power modes are switchable at 

run-time. 

2. Flexibility on accuracy selection for programmable 

devices such as DSP structures that would benefit 

from different truncation levels for different 

applications, and at different operating points of an 

individual algorithm.  

The paper is organized as follows. Section II presents a brief 

background about multipliers and two’s compliment 

multiplication. 

The proposed works are presented in Section III. Section IV 

gives the simulation Results of the implemented multiplier.  
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Finally, the conclusion section summarizes the entire 

operations performed as well as the results. 

 BACKGROUND II.

A. Two’s Complement Multiplication 

An N-bit fractional multiplicand and an -bit fractional 

multiplier will be considered as the inputs of the multiplier. 

Let           ∑   
   
           and         

  ∑   
   
          where               Also, for the sake of 

generality, their 2N-bit product PStandard will be maintained in 

full precision as: PStandard=XY=        
∑   

    
          .  

Applying the Baugh-Wooley algorithm [31] to the partial 

product matrix that generates PStandard results in a final 

matrix of all-positive partial product bits such as 

PStandard=XY 
     ∑       ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅   

          ∑       ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅   
          .  

Once the partial product matrix of the parallel multiplier is 

generated, partial product terms have to be combined into 

the final product result. Tree structures are often preferred to 

array implementations due to their shorter critical path. 

B. Truncated Multipliers 

Multiplication is a common requirement in DSP systems 

and plays an important role in terms of power consumption. 

In those systems where it is not necessary to compute the 

exact least significant part of the product, truncated 

multipliers achieve power, area and timing improvements by 

skipping the implementation of a part of the least significant 

part of the partial product matrix[5]-[9]. Instead of 

computing the full-precision output, the output results from 

the sum of the most significant (N+h) columns (where 0 ≤ h 

≤ N) plus an estimation of the unformed bits. Fig.1 displays 

a generic partial product matrix, where the partial product 

matrix is split into two main regions, the least significant 

part (LSP), which contains the N least significant columns 

of the partial product matrix, and the most significant part 

(MSP), that includes the most significant columns of partial 

product terms. LSP can be also be split in two regions, LSP 

major being the h most significant column, and LSP minor 

being the least significant columns of the partial product 

matrix.  

The product resulting from a full-width multiplier, where the 

partial product is fully implemented with an exact 2N-bit 

result can be described as Pfull=SMSP+SLSP , where SMSP is the 

sum of the partial product bits belonging to MSP and SLSP is 

the sum of those belonging to the LSP. In many 

applications, product values generated by fixed width N×N 

bit multipliers are truncated or rounded back to the original 

bit width in latter stages of the algorithm flow. The N-bit 

product after rounding is obtained as 

Pfullround=tN(SMSP+SLSP+LSB/2) , where LSB is the value of 

one bit in the least significant column of the MSP, and tN(x) 

represents truncation of an operand x by discarding its 

lowest bits. In this case bits are dropped to maintain the 

original width of N bits. Truncation allows a way of 

reducing the complexity of the multiplier unit by discarding 

the lower parts of the partial product matrix. This results in 

most of the error being generated in the lower weighted bits 

of the output that are discarded when converting the output 

back to the original bit width. By doing so, significant 

savings in power and complexity can be achieved, at the 

expense of signal degradation. The simplest scheme to 

obtain a truncated multiplier consists of removing the lower 

columns of the partial product matrix that form the LSP, and 

is referred to in the literature as direct truncation (D-

Truncation). It results in the multiplier requirements being 

almost halved in both area and power, at the price of large 

errors with a strong negative bias introduced in the 

multiplier output.  

In order to reduce both the magnitude and bias of the error 

introduced by the truncation process, most of the references 

available in the literature study fixed width multiplying 

structures where the partial-product bits belonging to LSP 

minor are not implemented. A compensation term is added 

to compensate for the missing partial products, usually in 

the form of a function of the input correction partial-

products f(IC), where the IC terms are the partial product 

bits in the leftmost column of LSP minor. The constant 

compensation method introduced in [5], was further 

improved and explored for fixed width multipliers in [4]. 

Variable correction structures calculate probabilistic 

estimates of the sum of the elements of the LSP minor by 

using partial-products in the leftmost column of LSP minor. 

C. Reconfigurable Power Reduction 

Fixed-width truncated multipliers minimize power 

consumption and optimize silicon area and timing, at the 

price of adding a truncation error, by not implementing the 

LSP minor region of the partial product matrix. Being 

purpose-specific and optimized in hardware, they do not 

provide any flexibility to operate at different configuration 

modes in systems where the power and performance goals 

vary with time. Reconfigurable and programmable 

multipliers are structures that allow hardware multiplier 

architecture to be configured to operate in different modes. 

Such structures can be split in two main groups: i) 

Reconfigurable, (or configurable multipliers) that can 

dynamically divide a large full precision of fixed-width 

multiplier into several smaller units working in parallel and 

ii) Programmable multipliers, where parts of the partial 

product matrix can be disabled at run-time by reducing or 

eliminating switching activity. In [10], dynamic power 

consumption reduction in a multiplier is achieved by using 

arbitrary levels of bit precision on a full N×N bit multiplier. 

Here reducing the input width results in a reduction on the 

toggling patterns of different parts of the multiplier, 

effectively disabling them when left-shifting the input 

operands. 

 PROPOSED WORKS III.

A. 8×8 Truncated Multiplier 

Figure 1 shows the architecture of a full 2N bit multiplier 

that can be used for the multiplication of two N bit numbers.  

Using this architecture a truncated 8×8 multiplier is 

implemented which correspondingly reduces the overall 

area and power consumption which is preferable for many 

DSP applications. The circuit is coded using VHDL and 

simulated using Xilinx ISE 13.3aand obtained the 

corresponding results. 
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Fig. 1: Architecture of 8×8 standard multiplier 

 
Fig. 2: Truncated 8×8 multiplier 

B. The Programmable Truncated Multiplier 

While many specific applications require the inputs and the 

output of the multiplier to have the same bit width, general 

purpose digital signal processors need flexibility to support 

the generation of large output results in accumulators where 

the magnitude of the output is bigger than the multiplier 

inputs. They also need to deal correctly with small size 

operands that do not optimize the input bit width. Taking as 

a starting point a full 2N-bit multiplier, where the full partial 

product matrix is computed in order to produce an exact 

two’s complement result, the architecture proposed in this 

paper provides a method to adjust the active width of the 

multiplier following a column-based strategy, thus allowing 

a flexible truncation scheme capable of adapting the power 

consumption to the requirements of the application. 

Equation (1) shows the mathematical representation of the 

partial product matrix of a programmable truncated 

multiplier. Using external control signals, the active toggling 

area can be defined in real time 

               

 ∑ ∑         [   ]  
                      

   

   

   

   

    

Where   indicates a truncated multiplication, t(i+j)  is an 

input vector of  2N-1 elements aligned with the output 

product bits, and ppt[i+j]  are the terms that form the partial 

product matrix. For a Baugh-Wooley implementation ppt[i+j]  

terms can be obtained as indicated in (2)  
    [   ]

 

{
 
 

 
                                       

      ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅                                             

     ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅                              

                                

    

Where    and    terms correspond to the bits in the inputs of 

the multiplier X and Y . No gating is applied to the constant 

terms added by the Baugh-Wooley algorithm as, being 

constant, these bits not contribute to increase the dynamic 

power consumption of the multiplier [39]. Fig. 2 illustrates 

the concept of programmable truncated multiplication in an 

8 8 bit two’s complement multiplier. The column-wise 

controllability of the active state of the partial product terms 

is achieved by substituting the 2-input AND gates that form 

the original partial product terms by 3-input AND gates, 

assigning one of the inputs to the corresponding bit. Since 3-

input AND gates require an area overhead of 20%of 2-input 

ones, adding programmable truncation results in a maximum 

area penalty of 20% of the partial product matrix. Post 

synthesis area reports indicate that the area overhead added 

due to the addition of programmable truncation in the whole 

partial product matrix represents approximately 4% of the 

multiplier area in the proposed 16-bitmultiplier, increasing 

the logic gate count from 886 to 905 equivalent logic gates. 

The multiplier input t controls the functionality of the 

programmable partial product cells that generate the final 

result. Each of the bits within is connected to the extra input 

of the 3-input AND gates that form the corresponding 

column in the partial product matrix. If t=0xFFFF in Fig. 2, 

all partial products are generated with no truncation, and the 

result will be equal to that obtained by a full-precision 

multiplier. A value of t=0×7F00 will result in half the partial 

product matrix being disabled, which is comparable to 

results obtained by direct truncation for fixed-width 

multipliers, and equivalent to those in [4] plus a negative 

bias. The PTM(Programmable Truncated Multiplier) 

structure ,whose partial products are generated using Baugh-

Wooley Algorithm and truncation done using a new 

technique is coded in VHDL and simulated. 

 
Fig. 3: Partial product matrix for a 8-bit programmable 

truncated multiplier. 
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 SIMULATION RESULTS IV.

 
Fig. 4: 8×8 Truncated Multiplier Simulation Output 

 

Fig. 5: Programmable Truncated Multiplier Output for 

unsigned numbers 

 
Fig. 6: Programmable Truncated Multiplier Output for 

signed numbers 

 CONCLUSION V.

In this paper, a new architecture to perform truncated 

multiplication has been presented and compared against 

previous implementations. It has been shown that column-

wise implementation can ease the power-SNR trade off s of 

arithmetic units based on truncated multipliers with very 

little overhead, when part of a complete DSP system. 
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